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Established 1928 
W. t J\ur nr THINK COOPERATION 
"FREE ACCESS TO IDEAS AND FULL FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION" 
VOL. XII, No. 19 RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1969 
Marxist-Leninist Lecturer 
At Rhode Island College 
Mr. Hardial S. Bains, director 
of the Necessity of Change Insti-
tute of Montreal, Canada was the 
guest speaker in the first of a 
college lecture series in 1969 that 
will deal with relevant, controver-
sial topics. Mr. Bains chose as his 
t-opic to discuss the "Ideologists of 
Doom." 
Fire At Thorp Hall 
Suite F Destroyed 
Editor's n.ote: was evidenced by the damage to feeling that it was only luck and 
Further coverage wnd pictures the solid oak doors of the student nothing else that prevented more 
will arppecir in Monday's issue of rooms. serious consequences. 
the Anclwr. The dorm, which ,two weeks ago 
Mr. Bains stated "We are in an A fire which' destroyed several was passed in a state fire inspec-
exciting period of history. There thousand dollars worth of clothing, tion, had no sprinkler system in 
should be an end of exploration of books and personal effects and operati.on to check the blaze and 
man to man, and that colleg_e stu- forced eight girls to relocate, broke no heat i;ensitive alarm system 
dents are playing a role of out Monday, shortly before noon, was set off. by the fire. 
change." Mr. Bains further ex- in sui<te F of the Mary T. Thorp Fire teams from three Provi-
plained that the answer to the dormitory. dence stations responded to the 
human problem; "what is going alarm but were hampered in their 
to happen to us" can be approach- Patricia Iuliano, a sophomore efforts by the snow storm and 
ed on two levels - that of the was asleep in her room in th e the inability to locate the fire hy-
"academic idealogies who are pes- suite when the fire was discovered. drant at Thorp hall. 
simists and who predict a bleak Susan Mascolo, a junior who lives The fire was extinguished by 
f f k . d" "M · t in the ajoining suite discovered uture or man m or arx1s - Mr llaJ,diaI s Bain 1 p.m. with the fire department 
Leninist" ideal of change. · · 
8 th e fire, sounded th e fire alarm captain in charge labling the dam-
On the idea of education in gen- was a perfect .example of a war and wi th th e aid of dorm residents age to the suilte as "extensive". 
eral, Mr. Bains felt "education of aggression to serve the Imper- Elizabeth Fecteau and Katherine In addition to the destruction in 
ialist as a means of explo;tatio-n Wilson woke Miss Iuliano and has rules from the history of man~ ' suite F., suite E. and the living 
kind. Capitalist or bourgeois edu- of people. warned 0th er dorm residenlts of th e quarters above the immediate area 
cation dealt with the destruction "The United States is in the fire. of the fire suffered smoke damage. 
· of ideas, whereas the Marxist-Len- midst of a revolution divided into They also shut the fire door Residents of suite F were re-
inist view supported the develop- two parts, racial and working between the two suites which iso- locart:ed in other areas of the dorm, 
ment of a scientific epoch. class. lated the fire to the single eight but girls living in the adjoining 
While speaking on the signifi- As to what will happen next, room area. No one was injured suite were not moved by the school. 
capce of higher education today, Mr. Bains said "I can only be as a result of the fire. According ta Pr porothy M. 
Mr. Bains implied that most stu- sure that Nixon and Billy Graham The lounge area and three of Mie;;.,,a, th~ance 
dents go to college to earn more will not tell you.'' the eight rooms were ,completely plan does, not ewer the losses 
"If the fire had broken out earJy 
in the morning the loss of more 
than clothing would have result-
ed" noted one dorm resident echo-
ing the feeling of a group gathered 
in the Thorp Hall lounge shortly 
after the fire had been extinguish-
ed. 
Mrs. Ella Green, house mother 
at Thorp said that a few minutes 
before the .fire, she had been 
through the lounge in suite F and 
had not noticed anything unusual. 
Two dorm residents had !been in 
the lounge just minutes before the 
fire. Neither was aware of a blaze 
at that time. 




money, not to advance their ~ifi:- After finishing his talk, Mr. gutted, and the remainqer damag- sustained 15v the gjrJs in ~e blaze. 
11 t al 't P t f th· Bains answered questions from ed to varym· g degrees. Ihe in ten- While~one was inJ'ured in the Less 
than a mon th ago, RIC te ec u capaci y. ar O 1~ students showed an interest in the 
could be blamed on administra 1 the audience for a period of two sity of the blaze, believ d to have fire, many of the dorm residents 
t f · 'ti d 11 s hours begun in a couch in t!le lounge, were shaken and expressed the matter of having a voice about ors O uruversi es an co ege, · the dismissal of non-tenure faculty 
who "are linked with ruling cir1 -------------------------+--~----~~~---------- i members. A petition circulated by 
cles and are not interested inf s T • A d G d F d the C.A.C. was signed by over 800 
bettering st udents." n Ow• ray, n g n O O O O students. A further 300 students 
- This according to Mr. Bains, i~ r sent letters to the Board of Trus-
parl of the "imperialist universit:,A tees of State Colleges in Rhode 
.doctrine." This is what Mr. Bains A movement to replace cooks the snowfall was as much a holi- forced to remain on campus by Island asking for a revisal of he 
considers the Bourgeois Academi-' in the dining center with the day as a problem. Cafeteria trays the storm, found refuge on couch- policy of hiring and firing faculty. 
ans; a system that education is maintainance men who substitut- were enlisted as sleds and many es and floors of the lounges in 
Political and mere teaching, and ed at the ovens and stoves Tues- of the students used their make- Weber and Thorp HalJs. 
that the purpose of life is egocen- day was one result of the larg.est shift vehicles to slide down the No additional students were al-
tric and for self-satisfaction." The snow storm of the winter, which hill ·behind the new dormitory. lowed to stay in the new dorm al-
opPosi•te of this view is !held hy the closed Rhode Island College for One student, Sharlene Skillin fell though furniture has already been 
Marx-ist-Leninists and progressive two days this week and stranded from her tray, hit her head and moved in all the rooms and only 
peoples everywhere, injected Mr. 350 dorm residents and numerous was taken by ambulance to Rhode a few of the suites are presently 
Bains. commuting students who could Island Hosp1tal for treatment occupied. 
Mr. Bains feels that man's pur- not move their cars. which proved unneccessary and she Many of the stranded students 
pose in life is revolution and Better than 20 inches of snow returned that evening. were miffed when "Ye Old Frat 
House" a local oasis on Woonas-
A meeting of the Board of Trus-
tees in Adams Library on Feb. 5, 
1969 was confronted by a'bout 30 
student pickets who also sought 
a revisal of hiring Policies and 
were in support of the faculty. At 
that meeting, D. Scott Molloy of 
the Campus Action Council ad-
dressed the delegates and present-
ed the student's demands to them. change and to serve the people. fell on the -campus and closed down Access roads to the college were 
He further stated that human na- the college Monday at 1 p.m. Tues- finally cleared early Wednesday 
ture is not bad, but the capitalist day and Wednesday classes were morning !but campus parking lots 
system is bad. cancelled and the basketball play- and several captive automobiles 
quetucket 
I 
Ave., was closed during Mrs. John M. Sapinsley, chair-_ 
"U. S. supports feudalists and off game with Eastern Connecti- were still snow laden as of Wed-
evil gentry and has earned hatred. cut. scheduled for Monday, was nesday afternoon. 
An example of this is the Fascist pushed back to Wed_., evening. The Student Union and the 
police stated such as Chicago and State snow rem0Ja1 vehicles, Dining Center were the only build-
San Francisco State College." whioh technically have the re- ings open on campus besides the 
In such states (U.S.) culture is sponsibility to clear ,college road- dorms. In the dorms, students 
there only for the non-working ways, never arrived and Raymond 
the storm, and the following even- man of the Board of Trustees, 
ing. No formal protest has been stated that she was "impressed 
planned however. with student concerns and wel-
The regular dining center staff comes them," (and in effect would 
returned to the campus Wed. after bring them into consideration in 
men from the buildings and remeding the matter.) 
grounds staff and students had 
filled in as cooks. 
bourgeois to consume, and instru- Carey, director of ,buildings and 
ments of leisure are political tools. grounds opperations at RIC was NOTICE! 
"Literature is dead in the West forced to hire equipment from The membership of the CWTiculum Revision Sub-Committee of the Collel(e 
Mrs. Sapinsley however turned 
down the students' suggestion that 
they should have a voice in the 
policy concerning nonreappoint-
ment of faculty. "This is a pro-
fessional judgement that we believe 
should be made by professionals," 
she said in a letter to Scott Mol-
loy, dated Feb. 19. 
and only sex and perversions exist Fanning and Doorley on Provi- Curriculum Committee is to include two students appointed by President Kauffman. 
in the novels of capitalistic societ- dence. The College Curriculum Committee has asked that these students, one from Liberal 
ies, Playboy magazine is a prime Mr. Carey himself spent three Studies and one from Professional Studies, be members of the cun·ent Junior class 
exaniple of the devotion to sex days continuously at the college and have academic averages of B or above. An alternate is to be apPointed for each. 
in such societies." and was behind the wheel of a The committee will work during the summer session, and student members will Mrs. Sapinsley also noted that 
be expected to work with the committee during those weeks. They will receive 
Mr. Bains went on to say that front loading plow for much of compensation for the summer assignment. the Trustees had reviewed the. 
"the bourgeois academian wants th e time. He had two hours of Students who meet these requirements and are interested in beinJ{ considered for cases of dismissal which had touch-
ivory tower intellectualism, and sleep over the three day period, these appointments are invited to send their names to me by March 7, 1969. Rccom-
will adjust himself to the decaying an, effort matched by many of his mendations by faculty are also requested. ed off th e st udent demands. In 
system." maintainance crew. Vice President each case she stated, the Trustees 
On the subject of the Vietna- For the dorm students and Charles B. Willard agreed with the College Adminis-
'mese War, Mr. Bains felt that this others stranded on the campus, , 1.-----------------------------i! I tration decisions. 
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IDI7r i\url7nr Letters to the Editor 
"An independent student voice." Published by the students of Rhode Island College. 
The editorial opinions expressed on this page are solely those approved by the editorial 
board of the ANCHOR and do not necessarily reflect the views of Rhode Island College or 
the Board of Trustees of State Colleges. 
Dear Sir: 






























I have been denounced in the 
pages of The Anchor. I would like 
to reply. I refer to Professor 
Coleman's letter to Paul Brown, 
printed in your February 13th 
issue. 





Manager Circ11lalion and Exchange Manager 
Dave Blodgett 
"And . . . tell us why some 
teachers promote among stu-
dents such views as those in 
Konrad Lorenz's On Aggression, 
a book which tells us that 
human agression is genetic like 
the color of skin. Are these 
teachers really unaware of 
Lorenz's Nazi background or of 








Phillip C. Johnson 
The ANCHOR, Publications Office, Third Floor, Student Union on the campus of 
Rhode Island College, Providence, R. I. 02908. Phone: 831-6600 Ext. 471. 
These lines apparently refer to 
the choice of Lorenz's book as re-
quired reading for the incoming 
EDITORIALS 
FIRE!! 
It is only by sheer luck and the level-
headed conduct of the students involved 
that Monday's fire in Thorp Hall as mere-
ly a material loss and did not result in a 
tragedy similar. to the Sigma Pi fire last 
spring at URI. 
There are 162 residents in the dormi-
tory, which has no sprinkler system, an 
inoperable (and absent) public address 
system, and what was discovered to be a 
malfunctioning fire alarm system as well. 
And two weeks previously, the dormitory 
had p~ssed its fire safety inspection. 
Furthermore, when the fire depart-
ment did arrive at the scene, they were 
again delayed by the fact that no could lo-
cate the fire hydrants near the dormitory. 
Additioniil time was lost as they were 
forced to search for an accessible hydrant 
and hook up more hose. And the fire con-
tinued to blaze. 
This "comedy of errors" is both unfun-
ny and inexcuseable. Immediate action 
must be taken by the officials responsible 
at RIC to ensure that it is not repeated. 
We may not be so lucky next time. 
Commitment. and Responsibi,ity . ... 
Recently we have heard much talk on 
all sides about student involvement, stu-
dent participation and student power. 
Groups of students have committed them-
selves to one or the other of these. College 
Council has placed students on many im-
portant committees. An ad hoc committee 
to study proposals for student participation 
• I 
on vanous levels has been set up by the 
Council, and is composed of five students 
and five faculty members. Dr. Kauffman 
has announced that he will appoint two 
students to the Curriculum Revision Com-
mittee and that he is asking each depart-
ment to set up a Student Advisory Com-
mittee. 
In light of past t~lk about the apathy 
at Rhode Island Coll~ge, one cannot help 
but wonder if the students realize, and, 
more important, are 'ready to accept the 
responsibility which iii commensurate with 
their involvement. A commitment to in-
volvement is a commitment to the institu-
tion itself, and to the betterment of the in-
stitution. Thus it is hoped that the stu-
dents who do participate, who do become 
involved, are both willing to accept the 
responsibility of their commitment and 
representative of the entire student body. 
It is only in this way that the best interests 
of the students, and thus the best interests 
of the college they attend, can be served. 
Students Should Judge Teachers 
It is our opinion that if Faculty Eval-
uation is going to be used as a means of 
determining teaching effectiveness, then it 
should be used universally, rather than in 
isolated cases. This would mean an evalu-
ation of every teacher, by every student, 
every semester. The best bet would be to 
have the information tabulated by IBM 
and then have the total results published. 
This type of approach would insure 
fair treatment of all teachers and help to' 
establish a pattern by which to judge less 
competent persons. It is the contention of 
many students that they are in the best 
position to determine how well a person 
can teach, how well he is prepared and 
how much true enthusiasm is involved. If 
all students participated it would eliminate 
the few individual dissents based on per-
sonal pique. 
A good teacher has no reason to be 
afraid of student evaluation if it is done 
in an equitable manner. 
FreshJ]len last Summer. The selec- we misstate what it tells us in the 
tion was made by the Freshman first place. 
Reading Committee, which I Jim Coleman's second slam is 
chaired. It was one of four such really more fundamental. Are we 
books, chosen as thought provok- to approach Lorenz's observations 
ing and relevant. The above lines on animals as those of a scientist? 
to Paul Brown both condemn the Are we to approach his last three 
book, and darkly questions the chapters, "On the Virtue of 
motives of the committee members Humility," 1 "Ecce Homo," and 
who chose it! "Avowal of Optimism," as those of 
Professor Coleman denounces a possibly thoughtful man? Or do 
On Aggression on two counts. we approach them as those of a 
The first is an asserted statement "fascist"? 
of what it tells us. The second Perhaps Lorenz was a "fascist," 
is a piece of character assassirla- as other people are Marxists of 
tion. Lorenz( it is stated, was a various stripes. It might even 
Nazi, and hence his ideas are turn out to be a relevant factor of 
"fascist" - a word much bandied evaluation, if it has prejudiced 
about on campus these days. Let's his objectivity. However, if you 
examine both points. take alleged or even real ideologi-
As a scientific study, On Ag- cal committrnent as the all-irn-
gression examines aggressiveness portant starting point, you really 
and aggression in animals. It does do foreclose significant analysis 
not study human aggression. The analysis and debate. You under-
distinction between aggressiveness ·mine, I suggest, the real intention 
and aggression seems unimportant of academic freedom. 
in talking about animals. In a The past decade has seen a 
human context, however, there is very rapid development of the 
a very large difference in the con- field of ethology, the study of the 
notations of the two words. In behavior of animals in their 
that connection I might note that natural habitats. This is Lorenz's 
a second of the four required Sum- field, and other experts in it re-
mer reading books was The Use spect his work. All this suggests 
and Misuse of Language. It is a to me that he is a serious scient-
very apt collection of essays, ist, whatever his background. In-
edited by a presently embattled dependently of what the exwrts 
educator, S. I. Hayakawa. In any said, I thought his conclusions 
case, Lorenz concludes , that were well grounded in c~reful ob-
genetically ground aggressiveness servation. I hasten to add that at 
has played an important function- the same time I thought the book 
al role in animal evolution. excellently written. 
If Lorenz's study is scientifically 
respectable, and if one accepts However, we could still fly in 
the face of all this. We could tag 
that human beings are rooted in Lorenz as a Nazi "fascist" and 
~~~
10
!c:i~c:~~~~!io~ i~i;1! 0~:gr::~ dismiss his book unread, except 
enormous for human beings and hastily by those who reject it for 
us. Shades of the Nazis them-human societies. He recognizes selves! 
this, and in his last three chap- . 
ters turns to the question whether I am mdeed led to won~er, by 
the "observations and experiments _wrenz and many o!he~ thmgs. I 
on the aggressive behavior of ani- have a ?autious admirat10n for the 
mals . . . can teach us something I aggressive~~ss of a nu~ber of 
applicable to man and useful in carnpu~ rmhta~ts. I question soml~ 
circumventing the dangers arising of their prermses, and above ~ 
from his aggressive drives.'' Fol- th~ir _assum~tion_ that they will 
lowing the lead of anthropologists brmg mtQ bemg Just _that or even 
and psychologists in examining the very close to that which they con-
relationship of instinctual drives ceptualiz_e in _ t~eir ~nds: Bu~ I 
and human behavior, he states , can credit ~heir ideahs~, srncerity, 
that: ' and emotional and intellectual 
"The equipment of man with 
. · . . norms of behavior is just 
as dependent on cultural tradi-
tion and rational responsibility 
as, conversely, the function of 
both the latter is dependent on 
instinctual motivation." 
Lorenz develops the view that 
human societies also evolve,, but 
in a fashion which is far from 
being "genetic like the color of 
skin.'' This is so because man has 
the power to conceptualize, and 
to act socially on the basis of ob-
servation and thought, as well as 
instinct and habit. "Deeper in-
sight," he says, "into the causes 
of my own behavior cannot in the 
least alter the fact that I will but 
it can alter what I will." His hope 
and expectation is that human 
societies will succeed in solving 
the problems of political strife and 
warfare. If they do, he thinks, it 
will be by using our rational cap-
acities to evolve appropriate 
values and incorporate them into 
really operative human behavior. 
But it will not be done by elimin-
ating aggressiveness, "and its 
communal form of militant en-
thusiasm." 
So much for the accuracy of 
Jim Coleman's statement of the 
book's contents .. I'm afraid we 
aren't going to perceive the really 
relevant implications of a book if 
concern. I would hope that we are 
at least able to agree as to the 
:relevance of Lorenz when he says: 
"The need to control, by wise 
rational responsibility, all our 
emotional allegiances to cultural 
values, is as great as, if not 
greater than, the necessity to 
keep in check our other in-
stincts." 
I think On Aggression 
worth reading. 
Sincerely yours, 
John E. Browning 
Chairman 
is well 
Freshman Reading Committee 
THERE WILL BE 
AN ISSUE OF THE 
A'NCHOR 
ON MONDAY, 1MARCH 3 
The finals of the NESOAC, 
thought to be scheduled for the 
home court of lthe Southern 
Division champion, will now be 
played at the winning school 
in the northern division. If RIC 
were to win the southern divi-
sion Friday evening, then •Satur-
day's title game for fthe auto-
matic seat in the NAIA play-
offs next week will be played 
in the north, most likely at 
Plymouth Stwte in New Hamp-
shire. 
I 
Established - Never 
CANCHOR BURN A BUILDING AND AND BLAME THE 
OTHER GUY WEEK 
All The News That Fits We Print 
VOL. XII, No. 29 
The Canchor Dubious 
Achievement Awards For 
1968-1969 
The Better Homes and Colleges Award - To the grounds keepers 
The Audio-Visual Award - To the Humanities Lecture Series 
The Pun of the Month Award - To Arthur Smith 
The Pabi.t Blue Ribbon - 'l;'o Weber Hull 
The Fair Play Award - To the Facu1ty Council 
The Forest Lawn Award - To the CAC and their new Funeral 
Business 
The Most Eligible Bachelor Award - To Dimples Johnson 
The Best Dressed Man on Campus Award - to the RIC exhibitionist 
The Horny Reindeer Award - To the "Objet d'art" next to the 
Student Union 
'l'he Mission Impossible A ward - To Dr. Meinhold for trying to make 
his lectures interesting (or for that matter, anything else he says) 
The Gestapo Guard Award - To Mr. Paine and Viddler 
The "Caution: Cigarette Smoking May Be Hazardous to Your Health" 
Award - To the Lady Janitor in Craig Lee 
The Are You Sure Your Car Was. Stolen Award - To the Campus 
Police 
The Cirrhosis of the Liver Award - To the Anchor News Staff 
Can~hor Racing Form 
The Annual Anchor Handicap will be held today at Donovan 
Downs. The distance will be eight furlongs; the purse will be $1500. 
The track record for this distanc~ is 1:40 and held by Gage's Image. 
The track today promises to be fast; the field will be composed of 
maidens who have not won a race this year. 
The Field: 
1. Coffee Man 
2. Rigid Way 
3. Charley B. 
4. Mr. VLP 
5. Struttin Boy 
6. Dotty M. 
7. Eustis 
8. Mul's Queen 
9. Angry Paul 
10. Peck's Pal 
11. Robberyboy 
12. Cold Man 
13. Son of AFT 
14. Mr. C.C.F. 
15. Senate Clown 
16. Mr. Cac 
17. Responsible One 
Commentary: 
dull debut, but moving well lately 
closes !ast, fools a lot of people 
game horse, will show his stuff 
never quits 
deceptive, might go the distance 
will quit 
fast out of the gate 
bad in traffic 
fast, a mudder 
looking for help 
won't go the distance 
wont' make it either 
wrong race, needs help 
in good hands, likes the money 
no class, won't finish 
game horse, but needs help 
been working handily, ready for the distance 
Nick the Greek's exclusive blue sheet shows the results this 
:!!,,ay: 1-14-17 
RICKETY U. WEDNESDAY, FEB. 30, 1969 
Senatus Consultum Ultimum 
or Baby, I've Got The Power 
by Liby the Middle Aged 
And it came to pass that the 
tiny village of Rickius was to have 
an election. All of the people from 
miles around gathered in fro~t of 
the Temple of Adamns, to hear 
the candidates debate the issues. 
"And I," said Julius Lastowskius, 
"promise to continue with my 
wonderful ideas and promote the 
image of the tsetse fly.'' "Pooh," 
said Molly de Scott. "If .elected I 
shall unite the plebs and the pa-
tricians so that we may meet on 
common ground, even in the re-
stricted baths." The crowd roared 
for they hadn't had a good bath in 
ages. 
Suddenly from the back of the gasped the crowd, as Elias Perlius 
crowd waddled Chuckius Tastkelus: -descended on a cloud. "Bretheren." 
As he made his_ way forward, The crowd became silent. "I've 
wispers of "Ouch" were to be got a better idea." "Tell it like it 
heare.d for Chuckius was not too is," shouted the niob. "With me as 
graceful. He ascended the steps your Consul there will be pizza 
of the Temple and began his har- in every pot and two chariots in 
angue. "Friends, Rickiusans, Coun- every garage!" The crowd was in 
trymen, lend me your ears." a frenzy. "And not only that," he 1 
(Chuckius was also a bit of a stated, "but there shall be dancing 
plagerist) "I want to move for- in the street!" · 
ward." The crowd cheared. "But I The crowd was uncontrolable. 
can't because someone is stepping "There shall be more, much more 
on my toga." The rest of Chuckius' I promise you, for we must re-
speach could not be heared for the member pizza pie, Mater, and the 
sound of lutes filled the air and nymph next door!" The crowd had 
hand maidens threw flowers onto heard enough and they left the 
the platform. "Low and behold" Temple feeling secure that Elias 
---------------------------- would lead them to glory. 
The True Story - Meanwhile, back' at the market place, Molly de Scott was con-
spiring. ''We must defeat the man 
from gladness - Elias." "Here, 
here," said Shellius Mossius, "I 
shall lead the plan because I am 
the _Illost qualified.'·' "Keep your 
toga on," said Molly, "I am the 
best one." "Look you little upstart, 
I made you what are and I say 
that I shall lead the way." "Unh 
Unh," retorted Molly, "I'll see you 
burn in Hades first." "May the 
gods strike you with lightning," 
blasphemed Shellius. "Ooo, what 
you said," gasped the conspirators. 
"That settles it," shouted one 
member, Molly· is the one for us, 
he would never say such a nasty 
thing.'' Shellius, dejected and de-
pressed, left the ass·embly ,to go 
home and fall on his swora. 
All the dirt that fits we print 
Dr. Richard Keogh recently ad-
mitted that he could not stand 
the sight of blood. 
Arthur Smith stated that he 
was afraid of cameras._ "Evil bo;x 
will take face off of head.'' 
A leading dean said he agreed 
with Chairman Mao when he said, 
"the sole purpose of education was 
to befuddle the mind." 
Word has leaked out that How-
ard Hughes plans to buy the 
RICSU games room. This is in 
keeping with Lhis purchase of the 
major gambling casino in the U.S. 
Father Vincent ll4aynard- does 
not really like to drive in an open 
car. 
The track team recently admit-
ted that long trips, like going to 
Kansas City, are a drag, and that 
they· get air sick very easily. 
Mr. Pennel Eustice wonders if 
the stiff shirt and collar will come 
back into style. "I just can't bring 
myself to wear turtlenecks." 
Parking probl~ms will be ended 
next year when faculty members 
will be allowed to park in their of-
fices. 
The Food and Drug Dept. has 
withheld judgment on Donovan 
food until the members of its fact-
finding committee are released 
from the hospital. They are all 
suffering from food poisoning. 
Really, Mr. Smith, we realize that fa-0ulty salaries aren't what they 
should be, but don't you think your Part-Time Job is a little 
extreme? 
As the conspirators conspirited 
the forces of Elias were at work 
spreading_ truth, love, beauty, corn 
and a little salt. But, the day ar-
rived when the conspiritors con-
spiracy was to go into effect. 
When the crowd was at its height 
in the mai;ket place, (Wednesdays 
between 2:00-4:00) Molly began to 
speak. "You have heared the words 
of Elias. I think they are pretty 
good but they are only glitter 
POWER Page 2 
Coming To Rickity U. 
There will be a demonstration 
on "How to Burn a Campus Build-
ing" by Causa Ruckus a noted 
leader in campus riots. The lec-
ture and demonstration will take 
·place in front of Manny Hall 
which will serve as the target for 
the demonstration. This site was 
selected by a campus wide student 
vote. It is noted, however, that it 
took fourteen elections before a 
valid count could be made. (3:00 
Wed. free period. Open to the 
Public). 
Saturday, at 10:00 a.m., the 
campus police will also give a 
demonstration on how to "Effec-
tively Control aRd Stop Riots and 
Demonstrations.'' This is planned 
to coincide with the previous dem-
onstration in which a Building 
will be burned, even though they 
will be three days too late. How-
ever, their theme of "Saving Life 
and Limb" will enable them to 
continue their policy of not get-
ting involved. 
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The Canchor P imer· 
CHAPTER I -:- THE LITTLE BLUE MAN 
See the blue uniformed man walk to the car. 
See the man say tsk, tsk. 
See the man take out his pen which even writes over butter. 
See the man place a little piece of paper under the windshield wiper. 
See a student come to his car. 
See the student tear up the little piece of paper. 
See the blue. uniformed man cry. 
CHAPTER Il - THE EXHIBITIONIST 
See the man in the library. 
He is taking off his clothes. 
See him look for a young victim to surprise. 
look, look, look. 
See the young girl scream. 
scream, scream, scream. 
See the naked man ask her for a date. 
See the young girl accept. 
pant, pant, pant. 
CHAPTER ill - THE COOK 
See the man all dressed in white. , 
See his tatoo which says "I Love Mom" 
See the man make lunch. 
yum, yum, yum. 
See the student getting his lunch. 
ech, ech, ech. 
See the student turn green. 
See the student blow lunch. 
barf,, barf, barf. 
CHAPTER IV - THE GROUNDS KEEPER 
See the man cut the grass. 
mow, mow, mow. 
See the lawn mower chew up the campus. 
See the students laugh. 
ha, ha, ha. 
Why are the st1Jdents laughing? 
Because the snow hasn't melted yet. 
CHAPTER V - THE DISMISSAL 
See the professor open his mail. 
See the professor turn white. 
·Hear the professor yell "They can't do this to me." 
See the professor read the signature. 
See the professor turn red. 
Why is the professor so upset? 




John 0. Pastore and Priscilla 
Goodbody run for the Presidency 
on the Puritan Ticket. 
How to be a Succcessful Host dur-
ing a Demonstration by the for-
mer CAC members, or Punch 
and Cookies Revisited. 
How not to Ride a Motor Scooter 
by Phil Johnson. 
How to Steal an Anchor by Zeta 
Chi, or How I got my Hernia. 
The Joe College Look - an exclu-
sive interview with Ed Bogda. 
The Relaxed Administrator Look 
by Larry Straton. 
Plus: 
Pictures of the latest faculty I 
party, 
A center fold-out of Charley 
Haskel in a bathing suit. 
A reprint of the entire proceed-
ings of Congress for the past 
twenty years. 
Plus, much, much more. Don't 






(Continued from Page 1) 
when there are more important 
problems at hand. We must con-
cern ourselves with fostering jus-
tice, our justice, for the poor fal-
len patricians who have been 
banned from Rickius." "Tell it to 
your mother," commented one 
member from the crowd. "Hear 
me out I want to set the record 
straight,' exclaimed Molly. "All 
Elias will do will make you stay 
up all night watching old comedys 
and sleeping on the floor." "What's 
wrong with that," shouted the 
crowd, "we happen to like that 
kind of thing. Besides all you do 
is march in funeral prosessions 
and demonstrations." "Boy I'll 
say," commented another, "I was 
leading my asses to market and 
sure enough Molly fell in line 
thinking we were going to demon-
strate against the unfair prac-
tices in the scroll shop." "Ha ha" 
the crowd tittered. "OK, you guys" 
said Molly, "we'll see what hap-
pens after the elections!" "Bosh!" 
the crowd retorted. 
As election day came· the Rick-
iusans flocked to the forum ·to 
turn in their sherds with the can-
didates names on them. Three 
"If this 80unds like you, don't blame us." elections later the outcome was 
Editor-in-Chief ....................... ____ ........ _ ................ : ...................................... Simon Legree known and immediately misre-
ported in the Rickius Daily Mir-Managing Editor ............... _______________ ..... Marquis de Sade ror Herald Gazette. Elias had 
Lotta Bodie won! Much to the crowd's dismay, 
New, Editor ..................................... , _____________ Englebirt Humpper Molly de Scott and Chuckius Tas .. 
Feature Editor-----------------------
Sport, Editor _______ Billy Bird kelus were also elected. Julius 
Make-up Editor ....... ,.......................... ---- Natalie Dressed ~=:~:~~ser~~d ~~~:~~~~·en!t! 
AduertiJing Manager .................. -----·---------- ........... Pam Tax scrolls, he was never · again to 
Secretary Juana Freewan grace the halls of the Senate. 
Photography Editor --------------- ................. John Gettit Julius drowned his sorrows in a 
Busines, Manager ____________________ Sally Senddit glass of punch and cried, "The tse-
Abdul Nasty, Lucy Morals, tse fly is not done yet.'' But alas, Repi:'e{t _F_ur_ce_, -Sp_ir_o _  W_h_a-t,-B""u,-t -::-M-:-.-,U~pp-,"'U~ra-;:Pew~·q_ua_ it was known by all that he was 
Advisor ..................... ______ --------.............. Bca-Mie Valentine finished. 
Proof-Reader ................... --------- ...................................... . J. Stanley Limes Now it was let known through-
Can,chor .. Shorts 
· Is it true that Ellen Mulking was voted "The Brother With the 
Best Looking Legs" by a fraternity recently? 
Rosa Calabro, where did the money go? 
Marnie Unson does traction exercises in the dining hall. 
Rowsighohtaki likes loud bands. 
Ohmaygakiepsillon sway when they sing. 
Saytaki steals anchors. 
Tewepsillonfi steals anything. 
Smelly Osberg is really Ralf Williams in disguise - he'll try to 
~ell you anything. 
Janise Mehan likes purple a lot. 
Burnie Shulty imitates a blade of grass well. 
Does anybody know the Alma Matter? 
Student Senate is really moving now that the CAKY members 
are on it, the only trouble is that they are moving backwards. 
You Make Me So Very Happy - There are Faries in the Bottom of 
Student Senate My Garden - The Grounds 
Hard Day's Night - The Exhibi-
tionists 
Revolution - Shelly Mossberg and 
the CAC 
Keepers 
Do You Want to Dance - Fannie 
Melcer 
Light my fire - the Arsonists 
Unwind - Resid~nts of Weber Get Me to the Church on Time -
Beach Fr. Maynard 
Who'll Be the Next in Line - Ray Where Have All the Flowers Gone 
Heffner - Mr. Carey 
Camptown Races - Mr. Mccreedy You'll Never Walk Alone The 
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes - Lady 
Janitor in Craig Lee 
(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction 
The Exhibitionists 
out the land that the public was 
invited to the first opening meet-
1ng of the Senate. With Elias pre-
siding, the meeting was called to 
order. Immediately Molly stated 
that he wanted a Senatus Con-
sultum Ultimuni Sent to the Chief 
Consul asking that the patricians 
banned from Rickius were let back 
in. In amazement, the measure 
was passed and there was much 
furror in Rickius. "Just a mo-
ment" said Chuckius, "in the 
Pathagorian Club we don't do it 
that way. Not only that but it is 
against the Constitution of Sen-
ate." Senate, as always acted 
Campus Police 
Stoned Soul Picnic ....,... BOG 
Stranger in Paradise - Dr. Kauff-
man 
quickly on the matter and voted 
that, "Be it known throughout the 
land that Chuckius Taskelus is to 
receive a BS degree for his artis-
try in speaking.'' 
I left the little community of 
Rickius after the Senate meeting. 
Things were a little too hot for 
my liking. As I sailed westward, 
I could see the clouds of smoke 
cover the community. Rickius was, 
no more. However, it was report-
ed that in the piles of rubble 
which remained, Elias stood, un .. 
charred, and stated, "Have no 
fear, Rickius will rise again." and 
one day, it did. 
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Senate Report 
Serious Senate Business (?)
As most well-informed, serious-
minded students are aware, that 
august body of students, common-
ly called the Student Senate of 
RIC, delivered an ultimatum to 
President Kauffman. The ultima-
tum states that unless the deci-
sions concerning Messrs. Coleman 
and Raboy are reversed, the Sen-
ate would sanction forceful stu-
dent measures. 
Obviously, the Senate felt that 
such a step as this was necessary 
if they are to save an oppressed 
faculty and protect students from 
administration ogres. The move 
looms as being one of the most· 
beneficlent steps ever taken by the 
College's redoubtable Senate. 
In all his divine wisdom, the 
president of Student Senate, his 
name eludes me temporarily, 
called a special meeting of the 
Senate in order to determine what 
action would be taken When the 
demands were refused. This meet-
ing was held Sunday evening. This 
reporter arrived early so as to be 
sure of a good seat; it is a pleas-
ure and an honor to observe col-
lege government, especially ours, 
.in action, and seats are not easy 
to come by. 
As the meeting progressed, it 
became clear that the principle 
causes, represented by two ob-
scure, but nonetheless notable Sen-
ators, were concerned on the one 
hand with making a retraction of 
the original demand because said 
demand was not made on legal 
grounds; on the other side, the 
Senate was urged, by a Senator 
who never opened his ears as 
widely or as long as he did his 
mouth, that the Senate press forth 
with its original intentions. 
• This brought up the question 
concerning what the Senate's .orig-
inal intentions were, a question 
not answered with a great deal of 
dispatch; the difficulty seemed to 
be due to the overburdened minds 
of our most capable, and duly 
elected Senators who have been 
very busy of late. 
Having recalled its original in-
tentions, the Senate progressed on 
this matter, or so it seemed to 
this reporter. 
At this time a motion was made 
by a Senator whose efforts in the 
interests of students had left him 
in such a state of poverty that he 
could afford no shoes, that the 
Senate take stronger action, such 
as the seizure of a building or the 
boycotting of classes; this reporter 
cannot be sure of exactly what the 
honorable Senator said because his 
attention was constantly being 
taken away from the discussion 
so that he could pick the sand an1 
SENATE REPORT ]?age 4 
Student Attacl{_ed 
While walking to her car, a from the Rickity U. Campus as he 
promin~nt student was attacked was described as "knowing what 
by a would-be assailant. The stu- he was doing." An ambulance was 
dent, whose name is being with- rushed to the scene and the stu-
held until the last paragraph, said dent given a sedative. The reason 
that the incident occurred late in being that she wanted to chase the 
the afternoon near a maple tree. man herself. It was considered by 
The man was described as being of those present that it would be in 
medium height, medium build, and bad taste if she were to catch 
medium sexy. The man in question him. 
was chased by the Campus Police A full investigation is under way 














Lost - One second generation 
fly in the area of Clark Science. 
Anyone finding the fly should 
return it to Mr. Blanchaud of 
the Biology Dept. Reward. 
Found - One dead fruit fly 
poisoned - found in Donovan 
Dining Center. 
For Rent - parking space within 
walking distance of the college 
formerly owned by a student 
whose earliest class was at 
10:00 
Sale - Humanities 104 final ex-
am - obtained by the same peo-
ple who took the 103 exam, and 
the 104 mid-semester 
Wanted - Young, neat bondable 
man to distribute pornographic 
materials - must have a knowl-
edge of recent Supreme Court 
rulings 
was termed as a "late model girl offered to return in a week's 
1 
______________ _ 
Pierce Arrow." time to the scene in the hope that 
A Canchor reporter, who hap- he would return. She was, how-
pened on the scene, minutes later, ever, dissuaded on the same 
said that the student had a curi- grounds as was mentioned before. 
ous smile on her face. All the stu- When asked if the ssailant 
dent could Bay was, "Wow." It is was successful, the girl replied, 
thought that the assailant was not Reply Page 9 [ 
Found, One sandaled leg. Owner may pick up at SU Info Desk. 
RIC has received a Federal 
Grant of $4.69 to import beach 
sand to the new dorm. This is so 
the occupants will not have to sun 
bathe in the dirt in the future. 
Dr. Coughman said he plans to 
make a personal ipspection of the 
area, and that he hopes the fac-
ility will be filled to capacity. 
An Expose 
Raincoat Charlie 
For the past two semesters, RIC 
has been bombarded with several 
exhibitionists. Like rain from the 
sky they came doing their own 
thing. 
During the first semester, the 
birthday suit boy paraded like a 
peeled potato, exhibiting his anat-
omy in the confines of Adams Li-
brary. He would walk cool as a 
moose into Adams, and head for 
the nearest telephone booth, un-
dressing faster than Clark Kent 
in hot pursuit of a jay-walker. The 
exhibitionist slipped through the 
library gathering a large audience 
while trying to reach an intellec-
tual understanding with those 
present. After several unsuccessful 
attempts, the Au-Naturale Boy 
was captured and his perform-
ances cancelled. -Credit for this 
capture is being withheld, to pro-
tect the innocent from traumatic 
problems. 
The second semester, in the 
year '69, proved to. have another 
exhibitionist giving biological per-
formances for the residents of 
Mary Tucker Thorp Hall. Dressed 
in the latest foul weather gear, 
Rain Coat Charlie gave a few noc-
turnal performances. Faster than 
a runnaway garbage truck, Char-
lie exploded from his coat in front 
of a predominanlty female audi-
ence. On one occasion, Charlie was 
chased into the RIC Sherwood 
Forest by the Campus Security 
(not to be confused with the Key-
stone Cops of yesta-year) North 
Providence Police and a host of 
others. Unfortunately for the pos-
se, Charlie gave what he had _to 
the poor. The poor in this case 
was a spruce tree. Charlie depos-
ited his five finger discount coat 
to warm that lonely tree. This 
proves that even an exhibitionist 
is a nature boy at heart. 
Last year's winner of the coolest head on campus. 
Students Praise Donovan Food 
. In recent weeks, students have 
been heaping praise on the master 
chefs at Donovan. Last week's 
menu was no exception, as the stu-
dents were treated to boiled cata-
pillar. We contacted a Mr. Toe 
Main, noted expert on foods, and 
he said that "these are an excel-
lent food stuff when used in a 
· conscientiously applied program of 
oral fee.ding and regular check-
ups. The catapillar crop is i;eally 
plentiful this year, and may be 
harvested by merely shaking a 
1 nearby tree. They are also good 
when served on the half-caccoon." 
Another surprise _came when a 
strange (to those who eat in Don-
ovan) exotic food was passed out. 
One worldly student said he rec-
ognized the food as a pomme, a 
name given it by the French. It 
was served from a cha~ng wood-
en crate, and had a white coat-
ing on the outside. Mr. Hurt of the 
crapateria said the coating was 
only a DDT residue, and that it 
dent take one pomme and no pie, 
or one pie and no pomme. He may 
have two pies, or a pie and a pud-
ding, but there is to be no mixing 
of pommes and pies. Also, a stu-
dent may not pass the cash regis-
ter without being bilked. Unless 
it is a dorm student. Then he has 
been bilked for the entire semester 
in the beginning." 
We spoke with Garcon DePasta, 
chief chef of Donovan. Mr. De-
Pasta has been nick-named Greasy 
by the students because his 
all seem to float. He stated that 
the foods served at Donovan are 
prepared according to family rec-
ipes. "You know, all my relatives 
died of bleeding ulcers." 
Mr. Fiddler was next on our list. 
He is in charge of obtaining food 
at Donovan. He said, "when I 
heard of the bitch in Donovan, I 
thought we were going to get 
fresh meat, but I was mistaken." 
A new committee called the In-
would not harm anyone. "The hu- ternal Disorder Council has been 
man body is a wonderful thing. formed to investigate -continued 
It can stand almost anything put illness among the students. They 
into it. We at Donovan make sure have not been able to report, how-
that our students are exposed to ever, since they were rushed to the 
every type of poison, so that they hospital after having lunch. 
may become accostomed to it." All in all, the staff of the paper 
Mr. Hurt went on to say that agrees with the students that Don-
"some students are not aware of ovan is serving some of the best 
the proper method. of obtaining dishes in town. If the food would 
these pommes. We ask that a stu- improve, we would have it made. 
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lint from between his toes, a con-
dition which was, as has been 
stated, caused by his commendable 
sacrifices in the behalf of students. 
This motion was eventually de-
feated; it seems to this reporter 
that most of the Senators who 
would have supported this motion 
had so fatigued themselves in pri-
or efforts, in the interest of stu-
dents of course,, that they had not 
the wherewithal to support this 
motion. 
This motion had no sooner come 
to rest on the Senate floor then 
another was made, which fact 
leaves no doubt to the dispatch 
in its ministrations of which our 
Senate is capable. The new mo-
tion which was made after being 
suggested bY-a member of the gal-
lery, requir~d that the Senate 
make another demand; but to a 
different branch of the adminis-
tration. At this time there was 
much on the Senate floor, the 
focal point of which seemed to be 
the idea of keeping the adminis-
tration so busy responding to de-
mands that they would not have 
time to stop other action that the 
students might decide to take; a 
sagacious Senator remarked that 
as long as the Senate never runs 
out of paper, it will be able to 
maintain a very high level of 
bureaucratic efficiency. The sub-
stance of this new demand seemed 
to be that the Senate would de-
mand that five students be 
placed on the Faculty Board of 
Review. This motion was passed, 
but not before a shrewd and wise-
beyond-his-years member of the 
gallery reminded the Senators 
that this demand would be re-
fused; it seems that his argument 
was based on common sense, a 
commodity that seemed to be 
rather scarce. 
The gentleman went on to say 
that when this happened the Sen-
ate would find itself in the very 
same predicament in which it was 
presently ensnared, ie., it would 
have to select · another course of 
action. 
However, our august Senate be-
ing what it is was not to be 
swayed by such simple argumen-
tation as that offered by the gen-
tleman, and with all the hindsight 
for which that great body is noted 
passed tfie measure anyway. 
Although this motion passed, 
there remained, it seems, that 
there were many Senators who 
were not satisfied with the expect-
ed outcome of the new demand, 
and, therefore, felt that another 
course of' action, when the demand 
was refused, ought to be consid-





were heard on the Senate floor at Last night the conclave of for-
this time were so complex, and so gotten athletes and the basketball 
resplendant with wisdom, that this team attended the annual all 
humble reporter, without being sports banquet. The master of cer-
pretentious, can offer no accurate emonies was the athlrtic director, 
summary of them; there is simply Mr. Bard, who introduced the bas-
no way to do these motions, which ketball coach Mr. Bard, who pre-
came from the gallery as well as sented Mr. Bard with the "Best 
Senators, articulate justice. Loved Athletic Director of the 
Aside from observing the Sen- Year" Award. The voting was fin-
ate conduct its business on specific ally decided on the fourteenth 
issues, there occurred during the round, which is odd, seeing Bard 
meeting many instances when, for is the only A.D.; however, there 
a layman, there were many valu- were thirteen rounds of unanimous 
able lessons concerning political abstention first. 
manipulations of votes on the Sen- The wrestling coach, who sat on 
ate floor and Senators themselves. the left hand side of Mr. Bard, 
One particularly notable example along with the track coach, was 
of political savolr faire occurred given the "Most Colorful Coach" 
when one fine Senator, who has Award; that's right Mr. Green. 
a splendid gif-t for histrionics, as The track coach received the 
well as history, decided that his District Championship Plaque, for 
efforts were being strongly re- having sewn up another champ-
sisted by another of the Senators. ionship; that's right, Mr. Tailor. 
What this knowledgeable, and very Mr. Bagdad was honored with 
capable politician did, was indeed the "Most Active Soccor coach of 
a pleasure to behold; his measure the Year" Award. And he sat at 
was also very forthright, clearly the right hand of the father . , . 
showing that he would never suf- Coach Henhouse received the 
f~r . from being called a Machia- Silver Spitoon as a trophy for 
vellian by ~s colleagues. The winning the '"Tobacco Chewin' 
s~rewd man sunply motioned that Rookie Baseball Coach of the Year" 
his opponent be condemned. Un- Award. And he too, sat at the 
fortu_nately, or fortunately, de- right hand of the father ... 
pendmg on where one's sympathy . 
lays, this motion was defeated. . The trac~ team Just. a?out made 
This did not discourage so fine it back in tune from Billings, ~on-
a politician, ho d h tana where they won the Nat10n-wever, an e pro- 1 Ch . hi Th t ceeded with a new tact, which a amp10ns ps. e earn was 
was' to laugh and jeer at his op- greeced by the cheers of .a ro_aring 
ponent so strongly th t if th crowd of parents and girlfriends, 
had any pride, he wo~d be :
0
~: when th~y pulled into the Avis ren-
to leave the premises. tal stat10n .. Also there were .two 
This tactic did not force the representahves
1 
of_ ex - president 
Senator at whom it was directed Johnson; thats right two girls 
to leave, but it did quiet him, so from. Lyndon. . 
that his resistance was less formi- Otis Snatch of the wrestling 
dable _ a truly exemplary method team was ~warded the "Athlete 
of senatorial conduct. of the Year' award. 
Freshmen who earned letters. 
IIu 
flrmnriattt 
were given them, and fourteen 
sophomores were given letters de-
clared by Mr. Bard as retroactive 
to last year. 
LOUISE LEPORN,' CLASS OF 1971, WINS MAJOR PRIZE 
IN REED & BARTO.N'S SCHOLARSmP COMPETITION THIS Reed Barton Silversmiths of Taunton, Massachusetts have just 
announced that Louise Lepore has been awarded one of the 100 
"Starter Set" prizes for her entry in the silver firm's 1969 Silver 
Opinion Competition from nearly 30,000 university women who enter-
ed the contest this Spring. She will receive approximately $75 in ster-
ling, fine china and crystal. 
SPACE 
Announcing The All New Jacques, 
Made With You In Mind 
Our specially created Jacques is the one thing every active male 
should have. Made by a new process, our Jacques is the latest thing in 
personal wear. It is absorbant (20% more than our leading competa-
tor), fully lined (soft too), and offers you complete protection (for 
those needed moments). Now you can go about all your dally activity 
and never need to worry. Wear the clothes you want and never be 
discovered, only you will know. Go where you want to go and do what 
you want to do Jacques will keep your secret. Jacques comes in three..__ 
sizes; small, medium and wow. Jacques is available in a personalized 
carrying case, and is guaranteed never to shrink, loose its shape or 
bind. Get your free home demonstration now. Play it safe, be sure with 
Jacques. 
Isrealites And Arabs 1 
Play Second Longest Game 
In Collegiate History 
In a sixteen-inning ringdinger, 
the Israelites battled their way to 
an eight-six victory over the Arabs, 
The Israelites, coached by a mod-
est man from the northwest who 
prefers to be known as Joe, gave 
a scintillating display of funda-
mentals on their way to the vic-
tory, but as the score would indi-
cate, the contest was not a "can o' 
corn," and, according to Arab 
coach Don Anvil, "They ( the Is-
raelites) never would have won it 
if he (Joe) hadn't resorted to some 
mighty unorthodox tactics.'' 
The "tactics" to which Anvil is 
alluding took place when some of 
Joe'·s players returned to the 
bench and reported to him that 
Schwartz' decision to the Athletic 
Decisions Board. Turning a with-
ering glance to Joe, he said, 
"You're not going to get away 
with this. We know, all around the 
league, that these officials are 
your flunkies. I'll appeal this to 
the highest authority in the land. 
Don't think that you facists are 
going to profane our greatest pas-
time." 
Her pattern selections were as follows: Reed & Barton's "Pointed 
Antique" sterling, Syracuse's "Yorktown" china and Imperial's "Eti-
quette" crystal. 
FOR 
- some of the Arabs were guilty of 
"unprofessional - sportsman - like 
conduct," at which time Joe ap-
At this time Joe reminded An-
vil that it was his players that 
had been found guilty of "un-
professional - sportsmanlike con-
duct" and that -all he had done 
was what any self-respecting 
coach woold have done. He said, 
"I simply reported the violation to 
Schwartz .. He made the decision." 
Anvil, who was nearly reduced 
to tears by anxiety, said, "Oh, 
you're not fooling me, Joe, all you 
need him for is to rubber-stamp 
whatever you say. 
Lowest Price On Gas 
Vinnie Duva' s Esso Station 
435 Mount Pleasant A venue 
SAVE 3¢ A GALLON 
ESSO REGULAR at 30.9 
ESSO EXTRA at 3 5.9 
SAVE SAVE 
HIRE 
pealed to the home-plate umpire, 
Henry Schwartz, who promptly 
ejected two Arabs from the game. 
During the furor that followed, 
which included players and spec-
tators, Schwartz threatened to 
eject other players from the game, 
~ unless they returned to the dug-
out and continued to play ball. 
BLOCK DANCE 
May 28 - Adm. Free 
Reign To Play Plus Barbeque 
Parking Lot - Student Center 
ID Required 
Anvil remarked at this time, "I 
have never seen such oppressing 
officiating in my entire career. 
Why its positively team-busting." 
Schwartz, in addressing Anvil, 
stated, "Your career might end 
right here if you don't cool it.'' 
Anvil, who was obviously not 
about to be intimidated, said that 
he would certainly appeal 
Joe, trying to maintain his com-
posure, but indicating that he was 
unwilling to suffer an insult such 
as that just delivered by Anvil, 
said, "Come on, Anvil, look at the 
record of your men. It's known 
'around the league,' to borrow your 
expression, that they are not ef-
fective as you make them out to 
be. They're down here in the mi-
nor league because that's all 
they're capable of. Look at the 
facts. Don't all great ball players 
publish books once they've been 
around a while: look at Stengel, 
Garagiola, and Williams. They're 
nothin~ and you know it. 
